THE HYDERABADI BIRYANI CULINARY TOUR (with lunch)
MORNING HALF DAY TOUR

June 7, 2014 (Saturday) - 9:30 AM to 2:00 PM

Min-Max Group Size: 9 to 14 persons
Travel in AC Innova

Hyderabadi cuisine is synonymous with the Biryani and it is the blend of Mughal influences and the use of the local ingredients and spices have created a distinctive cuisine. Technically speaking, it is just a dish of rice and meat cooked with some spices but it evokes the most passionate emotions among many foodies. A good part of the Indian lifetime is spent about hotly debating which Biryani is the best and wondering about its origins. This tour will reveal the delectable path that this dish has taken across the different parts of India.

You will learn some secret recipes of the famous Hyderabadi Biryani on this tour from the traditional home cooks whose families have been cooking this dish for centuries. Watch large pots of rice being cooked with meat and spices and after the demonstration, enjoy a meal of local delicacies!